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Abstract
In this paper we consider a class of static spacetimes in higher dimensional
(D ≥ 4) scalar-torsion theories with non-minimal derivative coupling and the scalar
potential turned on. The spacetime is conformal to a product space of a two-surface
and a (D− 2)-dimensional submanifold. Analyzing the equations of motions in the
theory we find that the (D− 2)-dimensional submanifold has to admit the constant
triplet structures in which the torsion scalar is one of them. This implies that
these equations of motions can be simplified into a single highly non-linear ordinary
differential equation called master equation. Then, we show that in this case we
may have a black hole with naked singularity at a particular point or a smooth
spacetime everywhere. In the asymptotic region, the spacetimes converge to spaces
of constant scalar curvature which are generally not Einstein. We also use the
perturbative method to linearize the master equation and, find that there exist two
consistent models.
∗Corresponding author
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1 Introduction
Our attention turns to consider scalar-torsion theories was began in 2017 studying the
paper [1] in which some authors discuss the static spherically symmetric solutions of four
dimensional scalar-torsion theories. As we read the paper, we find a crucial miscalculation
which has been corrected in [2] to produce the correct master equation.
As our curiosity grown up, we further read several paper discussing more general
torsion theories called f(T ) theories where T is the torsion scalar on the spacetimes. In
this new class of alternative gravitational theories, some authors show paper that in four
dimensions the static spherically symmetric black holes do exist, see for example, [3, 4, 5],
while in higher dimensions we only have one example [6].
The purpose of this paper is to consider scalar-torsion theories in higher dimensions
(D ≥ 4) where f(T ) = T coupled non-minimally with the kinetic terms of a real scalar field
φ. In particular, the spacetimeMD is set to be static and conformal to T 2×SD−2 where
T 2 and SD−2 are a two-surface and a (D−2)-dimensional submanifold, respectively. The
scalar field φ depends only on the radial coordinate r. This setup has two consequences as
follows. First, the (D−2)-dimensional submanifold SD−2 should admit the constant triplet
structures where the torsion scalar Tˆ belongs to them which further restricts SD−2. So far,
some common examples do exist such as 2-sphere S2, the (D−2)-dimensional torus TD−2,
and IRD−2. The latter example has been considered in [6]. Second, all equations of motions
in the theory can be simplified into a single non-linear ordinary differential equation called
master equation. This feature differs from the standard Einstein gravitational theory for
static spacetimes.
In the model we may have a black hole with naked singularity which is unphysical.
This is so because the vanishing of the mean curvature lead to the blow up of equations of
motions and other geometrical quantities such as Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar. The other
possibility is that we may have a smooth (differentiable) spacetime. In the asymptotic
region where x → +∞, we take the solution of the master equation Y (x) converged to
a constant Y0 which implies that in general the geometries become spaces of constant
curvature which are not Einstein. In particular, the geometry converge to Einstein only
for D = 4 and ǫ = 1.
As mentioned above, in the theory we have the master equation which is very difficult
to solve. Therefore, we have to employ the perturbative method in order to simplify the
master equation into a linear equation. This method means that we expand the solution
Y (x) = Y0 + Y1(x) with |Y1| ≪ |Y0| in the asymptotic region. The function Y1 is nothing
but the solution of the linear version of the master equation which decreases exponentially
in the case of D ≥ 4. In particular, for D > 4 this method restricts that we have only
two consistent models.
We organize this paper as follows. In section 2, we give a quick review of the scalar-
torsion theories in higher dimensions including the introduction of some notations and
the derivation of equations of motions. We discuss generally the static spacetimes and
derive the master equation in section 3. In section 4, we discuss some properties of the
solution including the non-existence of near-horizon limit, the asymptotic geometries, and
the perturbative solution. Finally, we conclude our results in section 5.
2
2 Scalar-Torsion Theories in Higher Dimensions
In this section we briefly review the scalar-torsion theory which can be viewed as an
alternative gravitational theory called teleparallel formulation of gravity [1]. In addition,
we introduce some notations which are useful for our analysis in the paper.
2.1 Short Review: Torsion and Curvature
Our starting point is to define a quantity called torsion on a D-dimensional spacetime
MD whose form is given by
T λµν = ω
λ
νµ − ωλµν , (2.1)
where ωλµν is called alternative connection. We also introduce a contorsion which connects
the alternative connection and Christoffel symbol Γλµν defined as
Kλµν = 1
2
(Tνλµ − Tµνλ − Tλµν)
= ωλµν − Γλµν , (2.2)
where Γλµν = gλαΓ
α
µν and gλα is the spacetime metric endowed onMD. In this teleparallel
formulation, one adds a tensor Sµνλ defined as
Sµνλ =
1
2
Kνλµ + 1
2
(gµλTρ
ρν − gµνTρρλ) = −Sµλν , (2.3)
such that we can define the torsion scalar
T = SµνλTµνλ
=
1
4
T µνλTµνλ +
1
2
T µνλTλνµ − TννµT λλµ . (2.4)
Similar to general relativity, the connection ωλµν can be written in the term of vielbein
the vielbein ea and its dual e
a, namely,
ωλµν = ea
λeaµ,ν , (2.5)
which implies
T λµν = −eaλ(eaν ,µ−eaµ,ν ) . (2.6)
where ea and e
a satisfy
eaµe
ν
a = δ
ν
µ , e
a
µe
µ
b = δ
a
b . (2.7)
Here, we have the metric tensor
gµν = ηabe
a
µe
b
ν , (2.8)
where ηab = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1) is the Minkwoski metric in the Lorentz frame.
Additionally, the spacetime MD can be classified by the Riemann curvature tensor
which can be written in terms of the Christoffel symbol Γλµν
Rρσµν = ∂µΓρνσ − ∂νΓρµσ + ΓρµλΓλνσ − ΓρνλΓλµσ
= R¯ρσµν +∇νKρµσ −∇µKρνσ +KρνλKλµσ −KρµλKλνσ , (2.9)
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where
R¯ρσµν = ∂µωρνσ − ∂νωρµσ + ωρµλωλνσ − ωρνλωλµσ , (2.10)
with ∇ν is the covariant derivative with respect to the spacetime metric (2.8). The Ricci
tensor can be obtained by contracting (2.9)
Rµν = Rρµρν = R¯µν +∇νKρρµ −∇ρKρνµ +KρνλKλρµ −KρρλKλνµ . (2.11)
The Ricci scalar has the form
R = gµνRµν = −T + 2∇µTννµ . (2.12)
2.2 Equations Of Motions
Let us now shortly discuss the equations of motions in the scalar-torsion theory in which
it contains the non-minimal derivative coupling term. The discussion in this subsection
follows rather closely [1].
The action of the scalar-torsion theory with non-minimal derivative coupling has the
form
S = − 1
2κ2D
∫
dDx eT −
∫
dDxe
[(
1
2
− ξT
)
gµν∂µφ∂νφ+ V
]
, (2.13)
with ξ is a coupling parameter whose root
√|ξ| is a length scale in the theory. Varying
the (2.13) to the vielbein, it gives
δeS = −
∫
dDx
(
2
κ2D
− 4ξφ,ρφ,ρ
)
eSdcaωbdce
b
µδea
µ −
∫
dDx
[(
2
κD
− 4ξφ,ρφ,ρ
)
eSa
µνδeaν
]
,µ
+
∫
dDx
{(
2
κ2D
− 4ξφ,ρφ,ρ
)[
(eSλκνeb
κ),νe
b
µ + e
(
1
4
Tδλµ − SνκλTνκµ
)]
+4ξ
[
1
2
eTφ,µφ
,λ + eSµ
νλ(φ,κφ
,κ),ν
]
+ e
(
1
2
φ,ρφ
,ρδλµ − φ,µφ,λ + V δλµ
)}
eaλδea
µ .
(2.14)
As argued in [1], the Weitzenbo¨ck connection ωbdc vanishes and the boundary term is
ignored. Setting δeS = 0, we obtain the torsion field equation(
2
κ2D
− 4ξφ,ρφ,ρ
)[
(eSκ
λνeb¯
κ),ν e
b¯
µ + e
(
1
4
Tδλµ − SνκλTνκµ
)]
+4ξ
[
1
2
eTφ,µφ
,λ + eSµ
νλ(φ,κφ
,κ), ν
]
+ e
(
1
2
φ,ρφ
,ρδλµ − φ,µφ,λ + V δλµ
)
= 0 ,
(2.15)
which is an analog of the Einstein equation motion in the standard gravitational theory.
Next, we vary (2.13) with respect to the scalar field φ such that we have
δφS =
∫
dDx
(
[e(1− 2ξT )φ,µ],µ − e
dV
dφ
)
δφ−
∫
dDx [e(1− 2ξT )φ,µδφ],µ . (2.16)
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Ignoring the boundary term and setting δeS = 0, we have
[e(1− 2ξT )φ,µ],µ − e
dV
dφ
= 0 , (2.17)
which is the scalar field equation of motions (the Klein-Gordon equation) in the theory.
As we have seen in (2.13), this theory is indeed not a based curvature theory which
implies both (2.15) and (2.17) do not contain any curvature of the spacetime. Nevertheless,
the solution of (2.15) and (2.17) describe a spacetime geometry with metric tensor (2.8)
which might be different from general relativity. As an alternative theory of gravity, it
is of interest to study the simplest class of solutions, that is, the static spacetimes. In
the next section we will study these special class of solutions and check whether these
solutions might be thought of as black holes. If these are physical, then it is sufficient
to show the existence of horizon. In addition, the asymptotic solutions will be presented
and compared to the result in [2].
3 Static Spacetimes: General Setup
In this section, we will particularly discuss the static solutions of both (2.15) and (2.17).
The starting point is to consider an ansatz metric ofMD given by
ds2 = −N(r)2dt2 +K(r)−2dr2 +R(r)2dΩ2(D−2) , (3.1)
where
dΩ2(D−2) = gˆij(x)dx
idxj , (3.2)
is a metric defined on (D−2)-dimensional submanifold SD−2 with gˆij gˆjk = δik. The metric
functions N(r), K(r) and R(r) depend on the radial coordinate r such that the vielbein
of the metric (3.1) has the form
eaµ = (N(r), K(r)
−1, R(r)eˆb¯i) , (3.3)
where eˆb¯i is the (D − 2)-dimensional vielbein of SD−2. The determinant of the vielbein
(3.3) is
e =
√−g = NR
D−2√gˆ
K
. (3.4)
3.1 Torsion and Curvature
Inserting the ansatz (3.1) to torsion scalar (2.4), we obtain
T = −(D − 2)K2R
′
R
[
(D − 3)R
′
R
+ 2
N ′
N
]
+
Tˆ
R2
, (3.5)
where
Tˆ =
1
4
gˆilgˆ
jmgˆkneˆib¯eˆ
l
cˆ(∂neˆ
b¯
m − ∂meˆb¯n)(∂keˆc¯j − ∂j eˆc¯k)
+
1
2
gˆkleˆib¯eˆ
j
cˆ(∂j eˆ
b¯
l − ∂leˆb¯j)(∂ieˆc¯k − ∂keˆc¯i)
−gˆkleˆib¯eˆjcˆ(∂leˆb¯i − ∂ieˆb¯l )(∂keˆc¯j − ∂j eˆc¯k) , (3.6)
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is the torsion scalar on (D − 2)-dimensional submanifold SD−2 and R′ = dR/dr. Then,
the quantity ∇µTννµ in this case simplifies to
∇µTννµ = −K2
[
K ′N ′
KN
+
N ′′
N
+ (D − 2)K
′R′
KR
+ (D − 2)R
′′
R
+ (D − 2)N
′R′
NR
]
−
(D − 2)K2R
′
R
[
(D − 3)R
′
R
+ 2
N ′
N
]
+
1
2R2
[
− 2E
i
,i√
gˆ
+ gˆimgˆkneˆlb¯(∂igˆkl + ∂kgˆli − ∂lgˆik)(∂neˆb¯m − ∂meˆb¯n)−
gˆimgˆjneˆlb¯(∂igˆjl + ∂j gˆli − ∂lgˆij)(∂neˆb¯m − ∂meˆb¯n) +
gˆilgˆkmeˆnb¯ (∂igˆkl + ∂kgˆli − ∂lgˆik)(∂neˆb¯m − ∂meˆb¯n)
]
, (3.7)
where
E i =
√
gˆ
(
gˆij eˆkb¯ (∂j eˆ
b¯
k − ∂k eˆb¯j)
)
. (3.8)
The components of the spacetime Ricci tensor in this case are
R00 = N2K2
(
N ′′
N
+
N ′K ′
NK
+ (D − 2)N
′R′
NR
)
,
R11 = −
(
N ′′
N
+
N ′K ′
NK
+ (D − 2)R
′′
R
+ (D − 2)R
′K ′
RK
)
,
Rij = −R2K2
(
R′′
R
+
R′K ′
RK
+
N ′R′
NR
)
gˆij + Rˆij , (3.9)
where
Rˆij = ˆ¯Rij +∇jKkki −∇kKkji +KkjlKlki −KkklKlji , (3.10)
are the components of the Ricci tensor of the submanifold SD−2. Contracting the Ricci
tensor given in (3.9) by the metric (3.1), we get the Ricci scalar
R = −2K2
[
K ′N ′
KN
+
N ′′
N
+ (D − 2)K
′R′
KR
+ (D − 2)R
′′
R
+ (D − 2)N
′R′
NR
]
+
ˆ¯R
R2
, (3.11)
where
Rˆ = −2
(
Tˆ
2
+
E i,i√
gˆ
)
+ gˆimgˆkneˆlb¯(∂igˆkl + ∂kgˆli − ∂lgˆik)(∂neˆb¯m − ∂meˆb¯n)
−gˆimgˆjneˆlb¯(∂igˆjl + ∂j gˆli − ∂lgˆij)(∂neˆb¯m − ∂meˆb¯n)
+gˆilgˆkmeˆnb¯ (∂igˆkl + ∂kgˆli − ∂lgˆik)(∂neˆb¯m − ∂meˆb¯n) , (3.12)
is the Ricci scalar of SD−2. In the of the paper we assume that both Rˆij and Rˆ are finite
for all i, j.
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3.2 Master equation
Now, we are ready to discuss the static solution of both the torsion field equation (2.15)
and the Klein Gordon equation (2.17). Inserting the vielbein (3.3) and the torsion scalar
(3.5) into (2.15) and assuming φ(r), we find some equations as follows.
1. For µ = 0 and λ = 0
2
(
1
κ2DK
2
− 2ξφ′2
)[
(D − 2)R
′K ′
RK
+
(D − 2)(D − 3)
2
R′2
R2
+ (D − 2)R
′′
R
+
Tˆ
2R2K2
+
E i,i√
gˆR2K2
]
− 8(D − 2)ξφ′R
′
R
(
K ′
K
φ′ + φ′′
)
+
1
K2
(
φ′2 +
2V
K2
)
= 0 . (3.13)
2. For µ = 1 and λ = 1
2
(
2ξφ′2 − 1
κ2DK
2
)[
R′
R
(
(D − 2)(D − 3)
2
R′
R
+ (D − 2)N
′
N
)
+
Tˆ
2R2K2
+
E i,i√
gˆR2K2
]
+4(D − 2)ξφ′2
(
R′
R
(
(D − 3)R
′
R
+
2N ′
N
)
− Tˆ
(D − 2)R2K2
)
+
1
K2
(
φ′2 − 2V
K2
)
= 0 .
(3.14)
3. For µ = i and λ = i
2
(
1
κ2DK
2
− 2ξφ′2
)[
N ′
N
(
(D − 3)R
′
R
+
K ′
K
)
+ (D − 3)
(
R′′
R
+
R′K ′
RK
)
+
N ′′
N
+
(D − 3)(D − 4)
2
R′2
R2
+
2
(D − 2)R2K2
(
(D − 6)
4
Tˆ +
eˆb¯i
(F ik
b¯
)
,k√
gˆ
)]
−8ξφ′
(
(D − 3)R
′
R
+
N ′
N
)(
K ′
K
φ′ + φ′′
)
+
1
K2
(
φ′2 +
2V
K2
)
= 0 , (3.15)
where
F ikb¯ =
√
gˆSˆikj eˆ
j
b¯
=
√
gˆ
[
1
2
[
− gˆileˆkb¯ eˆmb¯
(
∂meˆ
b¯
l − ∂leˆb¯m
)
+ gˆileˆj
b¯
eˆkc¯
(
∂leˆ
c¯
j − ∂j eˆc¯l
)
+gˆkmeˆj
b¯
eˆic¯
(
∂j eˆ
c¯
m − ∂meˆc¯j
) ]− gˆimeˆkb¯ eˆlc¯ (∂meˆc¯l − ∂leˆc¯m) + gˆkmeˆib¯eˆlc¯ (∂meˆc¯l − ∂leˆc¯m)
]
.
(3.16)
4. For µ = 1 and λ = i(
φ′2 − 1
2κ2DK
2ξ
)
(D − 4)R′
R
+ 2φ′
(
K ′
K
φ′ + φ′′
)
= 0 . (3.17)
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The Klein-Gordon equations (2.17) in this case become{
NRD−2K
[
1 + 2(D − 2)ξ
(
K2R′
R
[
(D − 3)R
′
R
+
2N ′
N
]
+
Tˆ
R2
)]
φ′
}′
−NR
D−2
K
dV
dφ
= 0 . (3.18)
It is worth to mention that Tˆ , E i, F ik
b¯
, and gˆ depend on the local coordinate xi of
the submanifold SD−2. As we immediately see from (3.13)-(3.15) and (3.18), the triple
quantities Tˆ ,
Ei,i√
gˆ
, and
eˆb¯i(F ikb¯ ),k√
gˆ
should be constants (see below). In the theory, we have four
dynamical functions, namely K(r), N(r), φ(r), and V (r) since the form of the function
R(r) can be chosen by the radial coordinate redefinition. Therefore, among (3.13)-(3.15)
and (3.18), one of them is expected to be the constraint of the theory, namely (3.17)
which can be simplified into
φ′ =
1
K
(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
RD−4
) 1
2
, (3.19)
where φ′ = dφ/dr and C is the integration constant.
Then, we insert (3.19) into (3.13)-(3.15) and (3.18), and introducing f˙ = df/dφ,
equations (3.13)-(3.15) and (3.18) can be cast into the following form:
R¨
R
−
(
(D − 5)
2
+
(D − 4)2κ2Dξ
(R(D−4) + 2κ2DξC)
)
R˙2
R2
+
2κ2DξR
(D−4)
(R(D−4) + 2κ2DξC)
1
(D − 2)
[
1
R2
(
Tˆ
2
+
1√
gˆ
E i,i
)
− R
(D−4)
4ξC
(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
RD−4
+ 2V
)]
= 0 ,
(3.20)
R˙
R
(
(D − 2)(D − 3)
2
R˙
R
+ (D − 2)N˙
N
)
−
(
2κ2DξR
D−4
(RD−4 + 2κ2DξC)(RD−4 + 3κ
2
DξC)
)
×
[ (
RD−4 + κ2DξC
) Tˆ
2R2
+
(
κ2DξC
) E i,i√
gˆR2
+
1
4
κ2DR
D−4
(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
RD−4
− 2V
)]
= 0 ,
(3.21)
N¨
N
− (D − 3)
2
R˙2
R2
+
(
1− (D − 4)2κ
2
Dξ
(RD−4 + 2κ2DξC)
)
N˙R˙
NR
+
(
2κ2DξR
D−4
RD−4 + 2κ2DξC
)
1
(D − 2)R2
×
[
− 3
2
Tˆ + 2
eˆb¯i
(F ik
b¯
)
,k√
gˆ
− (D − 3)E
i
,i√
gˆ
− R
(D−2)
4(D − 2)ξC
(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
RD−4
+ 2V
)]
= 0 ,
(3.22){
NRD−2
(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
RD−4
) 1
2
[
1 + 2(D − 2)ξ
(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
RD−4
)
×
(
R˙
R
[
(D − 3)R˙
R
+
2N˙
N
]
+
Tˆ
R2
)]}·
− NR
D−2(
1
2κ2
D
ξ
+ C
RD−4
) 1
2
V˙ = 0 . (3.23)
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It is important to notice that (3.21) is again a constraint since it does not contain the
second order derivative. After some computation using (3.20)- (3.22), we can re-derive
(3.23) which shows that (3.23) is redundant. Thus, it is sufficient to consider only three
equations.
Next, we define the new variables
Y ≡ y2 , (3.24)
Z ≡ z2 , (3.25)
where x, y, z
x = lnR , (3.26)
y =
R˙
R
, (3.27)
z =
(RN2)
·
RN2
, (3.28)
so that we have
y˙ =
1
2
dY
dx
, (3.29)
z˙ =
1
2
ζ
√
Y
Z
dZ
dx
. (3.30)
Then, (3.20)- (3.22) become simply
dY
dx
−
(
(D − 7) + 4(D − 4)κ
2
Dξ
(e(D−4)x + 2κ2DξC)
)
Y +
4κ2Dξe
(D−6)x
(D − 2)(e(D−4)x + 2κ2DξC)
×
[
λ1
2
+ λ2 − e
(D−2)x
4ξC
(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
e(D−4)x
+ 2V
)]
= 0 , (3.31)
√
Y Z + (D − 4)Y − 2κ
2
Dξe
(D−6)x
(D − 2)(e(D−4)x + 2κ2DξC)(e(D−4)x + 3κ2DξC)
×
[
e(D−4)xλ1 + 2κ
2
DξC(
λ1
2
+ λ2) +
(
e(D−2)xκ2D
2
)(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
e(D−4)x
− 2V
)]
= 0 ,
(3.32)
ζ
√
Y
Z
dZ
dx
+ Z − 3(D − 4)Y − 4(D − 4)κ
2
Dξ
e(D−4)x + 2κ2DξC
√
Y Z − 4κ
2
Dξe
(D−6)x
(D − 2)(e(D−4)x + 2κ2DξC)
×
[
5
2
λ1 − 4λ2 + (2D − 7)λ3 + 3e
(D−2)x
4ξC
(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
e(D−4)x
+ 2V
)]
= 0 , (3.33)
where we have used
Tˆ = λ1 ,
E i,i√
gˆ
= λ2 ,
eˆb¯i
(F ik
b¯
)
,k√
gˆ
= λ3 , (3.34)
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with λ1, λ2 and λ2 are real constants.
After some computation, we could show that (3.31)- (3.33) can be simplified into a
highly nonlinear ordinary differential equation called master equation
−2ζκ
2
D
ξC
η˜(x)
d2Y
dx2
+
(D − 4)κ2
D
ξCe(D−4)x
η˜(x)2
dY
dx
− ζ(D − 4)dY
dx
+
ζ(D − 7)κ2
D
ξC
η˜(x)
dY
dx
− 4(ζ − 1)κ
4
D
ξ2C(D − 4)
η(x)η˜(x)
dY
dx
−3dY
dx
+
8ζ(D − 4)κ4
D
ξ2C
η(x)η˜(x)
dY
dx
− 2ζκ
2
D
ξe2(D−5)xλ1
(D − 2)η(x)η˜(x)
1
Y
dY
dx
− ζκ
2
D
e(D−4)x
(D − 2)η˜(x)
1
Y
dY
dx
+
ζκ2
D
ξC
η˜(x)
1
Y
(
dY
dx
)2
+
1
Y
[
2κ2
D
ξe2(D−5)xλ1
(D − 2)η(x)η˜(x) +
κ2
D
e(D−4)x
(D − 2)η˜(x) +
(D − 7)κ2
D
ξC
η˜(x)
Y +
4(D − 4)κ4
D
ξ2C
η(x)η˜(x)
Y − κ
2
D
ξC
η˜(x)
dY
dx
− (D − 4)Y
]2
−2ζ(D − 4)(D − 7)κ
2
D
ξCe(D−4)x
η˜(x)2
Y − 8ζ(D − 4)
2κ4
D
ξ2Ce(D−4)x
(η(x)η˜(x))2
[η˜(x) + η(x)]Y − 4(D − 4)(D − 7)κ
4
D
ξ2C
η(x)η˜(x)
Y
−16κ
6
D
ξ3C(D − 4)2
η(x)2η˜(x)
Y +
4(D − 4)2κ2
D
ξ
η(x)
Y +
12(D − 4)κ2
D
ξ
η(x)
Y − 9Y + 8(D − 5)ζκ
2
D
ξλ1e
2(D−5)x
(D − 2)η(x)η˜(x)
−4(D − 4)ζκ
2
D
ξλ1e
(3D−14)x
(D − 2)(η(x)η˜(x))2 [η(x) + η˜(x)] +
2ζ(D − 4)κ2
D
e(D−4)x
(D − 2)η˜(x) −
2ζ(D − 4)κ2
D
e2(D−4)x
(D − 2)η˜(x)2
−8(D − 4)κ
4
D
ξ2e2(D−5)xλ1
(D − 2)η(x)2η˜(x) −
4(D − 4)κ4
D
ξe(D−4)x
(D − 2)η(x)η˜(x) −
4κ2
D
ξe(D−6)x
(D − 2)η(x)
(
5
2
λ1 + 4λ2 + (2D − 7)λ3
)
−12κ
2
D
ξe(D−6)x
(D − 2)η(x)
(
λ1
2
+ λ2
)
= 0 , (3.35)
where ζ = ±1 and
η(x) = e(D−4)x + 2κ2DξC ,
η˜(x) = e(D−4)x + 3κ2DξC . (3.36)
This master equation (3.35) describes the D-dimensional static spacetimes of scalar-
torsion theories with nonminimal derivative coupling which generalizes the four dimen-
sional case [2]. If we could have the exact form of Y , then using (3.31) and (3.32) the
function Z could be extracted via
Z =
1
Y
[
2κ2Dξe
(D−5)xλ1
(D − 2)η(x)η˜(x) +
κ2De
(D−4)x
(D − 2)η˜(x) +
κ2DξC(D − 7)
η˜(x)
Y +
4(D − 4)κ4Dξ2C
η(x)η˜(x)
Y
−κ
2
DξC
η˜(x)
dY
dx
− (D − 4)Y
]2
. (3.37)
Let us now consider the spacetime metric (3.1). From equations (3.24), (3.26) and
(3.28), we have
Y =
(
dx
dφ
)2
, (3.38)
and
Z
Y
=
(
d ln(RN2)
dx
)2
, (3.39)
where we have used (3.25), (3.28) and (3.38). Thus, after quick computation using (3.19),
(3.26) and (3.38), the metric (3.1) can be cast into
ds2 = −N2dt2 + dR
2(
1
2κ2
D
ξ
+ C
RD−4
)
R2Y
+R2dΩ2(D−2) . (3.40)
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At the end, some comments are in order. First, the (D − 2)-dimensional subman-
ifold SD−2 belong to a special class in which it admits the constant triplet structure(
Tˆ ,
Ei,i√
gˆ
,
eˆb¯i(F ikb¯ ),k√
gˆ
)
given in (3.34). Some common examples do exist such as 2-sphere S2,
(D − 2)-dimensional torus TD−2, and IRD−2 together with their product spaces. For S2,
we have (0,−1, 0) and the remaining two example have (0, 0, 0). Second, since the master
equation (3.35) is extremely complicated to solve, we can study its behavior at some re-
gions. If the solutions were physical black holes that admit cosmic censorship conjecture,
then these regions are the horizon and the outer boundary such as asymptotic region.
Otherwise, there are many possibilities. For example, the spacetimes may have naked
singularity at finite r or be smooth at the origin.
4 Properties of Static Spacetimes
4.1 No Horizon Limit
First of all, let us write down the spatial part of the metric (3.40)
ds2|t=const. = dR
2(
1
2κ2
D
ξ
+ C
RD−4
)
R2Y
+R2dΩ2(D−2) , (4.1)
defined on the submanifold ΣD−1. As SD−2 can also be viewed as the submanifold of
ΣD−1, the associated mean curvature H has the form
H =
(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
RD−4
)1/2
Y 1/2 (4.2)
The existence of a horizon demand that ΣD−1 has to be minimal (H = 0) which implies(
1
2κ2Dξ
+
C
R(D−4)
)
= 0 , or Y = 0 . (4.3)
Each condition in (4.3) blows up the equation of motions (3.31)- (3.33) as well as the Ricci
scalar (3.11). Thus, it does not exist any horizon in the static case in the model. If the
spacetime were a black hole, then it may exist naked singularity at the origin. Otherwise,
we could have a smooth (differentiable) spacetime.
4.2 Solutions at Large Distances
In the asymptotic limit where x → ∞, we take the condition that Y (x) converges to a
constant, namely Y (x)→ Y0 with Y0 > 0. Let us first discuss the D = 4 case [2]. At the
lowest order, (3.35) simplifies to
9
κ24ξCη˜
(
η˜2 − κ44ξ2C2
)
Y0 +
3κ24ξ
2C2
η˜
− κ
2
4ξ
3C3
9η˜Y0
= 0 , (4.4)
which results
Y0 =
κ24ξ
2C2 (η˜ − κ24ξC)
3 (η˜2 − κ44ξ2C2)
, (4.5)
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where
η˜ = 1 + 3κ24ξC . (4.6)
Here, the choice (4.5) is consistent for strong coupling ξ ≫ 1 with C fixed or C ≫ 1 with ξ
fixed. The quantity κ4 is kept fixed since κ4 = 8πG where G is the universal gravitational
constant.
η˜ = 1 + 3κ24ξC . (4.7)
In the D > 4 case, the situation is more complicated and we have to add
e(D−4)x ≫ κ2DξC , (4.8)
for κ2D, ξ, C are fixed. So, at the lowest order, (3.35) becomes
1
Y0
[
κ2D
(D − 2) − (D − 4)Y0
]2
− 9Y0 = 0 , (4.9)
and we get
Y0 =
κ2D
(D − 2)(D − 4 + 3ǫ) , (4.10)
with ǫ = ±1. Since Y0 > 0, we have two cases, namely ǫ = 1 for D > 4, or ǫ = −1 for
D ≥ 8.
In this region, for D ≥ 4, the Ricci tensor in this region converges to
R00 = −
(
Y0
2κ2Dξ
)(
1
4
(3ǫ− 1)2 + (D − 2)
2
(3ǫ− 1)
)
g00 ,
R11 = −
(
Y0
2κ2Dξ
)(
1
4
(3ǫ− 1)2 + (D − 2)
)
g11 ,
Rij = −
(
Y0
2κ2Dξ
)
(1 + (3ǫ− 1)) gij , (4.11)
whose Ricci scalar has the form
R = −
(
Y0
κ2Dξ
)[
1
4
(3ǫ− 1)2 + 3(D − 2)
4
(3ǫ− 1) + (D − 2)
]
. (4.12)
From (4.12), it shows that the spacetimes are asymptotically spaces of constant curva-
ture which are in general not Einstein. In particular, the spacetimes are asymptotically
Einstein for D = 4 and ǫ = 1 [2].
Next, we want to solve perturbatively the equation (3.35) by expanding Y (x) = Y0 +
Y1(x) with |Y0| ≫ |Y1| as x → +∞. This has been studied in [1, 2] for D = 4 case in
which we could have |Y0| ≫ |Y1|, for example, by taking large ξ or large C as discussed
above. In this case, we find that Y1(x) is an exponentially decreased function.
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In the case of D > 4, we have to take (4.8) and assuming the decay rate of Y1(x) to be
so fast such that |Y1| ≪ κ2D. Then, the first order approximation of (3.35) has the form
−
[
ζ(2(D − 4) + 3ǫ) + 3
]
Y ′1 − 3
[
2ǫ(D − 4) + 3
]
Y1 − 16(D − 4)
2C
((D − 4) + 3ǫ)(D − 2)κ
8
Dξ
3e−3(D−4)x
+
(
4(D − 1)− 2ζ(D − 7)C − 4((D − 4) + 3ǫ)(D − 2)
(D − 2) +
6ǫ(D − 7)C
(D − 4)
) (D − 4)κ4
D
ξ
((D − 4) + 3ǫ)(D − 2)e
−(D−4)x
+
(
(D − 7)2C − 16ζ(D − 4)2 − 4(D − 4)(D − 7)) κ6Dξ2C
((D − 4) + 3ǫ)(D − 2)e
−2(D−4)x
+
(
4(D − 7)C
(D − 2) −
8(D − 4)
(D − 2)
)
κ4
D
ξ2λ1e
−(D−2)x +
(
(12ǫ− 8ζ − 16)λ1 − 28λ2 − 8(2D − 7)λ3
) κ2
D
ξ
(D − 2)e
−2x = 0 .
(4.13)
The general solution of (4.13) is given by
Y1(x) = C0 e
−px + C1 e
−3(D−4)x + C2 e
−2(D−4)x + C3 e
−(D−4)x
+C4 e
−(D−2)x + C5 e
−(D−2)x , (4.14)
where C0 is an integration constant and
p =
3ζǫ(2D− 8 + 3ǫ)
2D − 8 + 3(ζ + ǫ) ≥ 0 , (4.15)
C1 = −ζ 1
((D − 4) + 3ǫ)(D − 2)
16(D − 4)2Cκ8Dξ3(
3ζǫ(2D− 8 + 3ǫ)− 3(D − 4)(2D − 8 + 3(ζ + ǫ))
) ,
(4.16)
C2 = ζ
(D − 4)
((D − 4) + 3ǫ)(D − 2)
(
4(D − 1)− 2ζ(D − 7)C − 4((D−4)+3ǫ)(D−2)
(D−2) +
6ǫ(D−7)C
(D−4)
)
κ4Dξ
3ζǫ(2D − 8 + 3ǫ)− (D − 4)(2D − 8 + 3(ζ + ǫ)) ,
(4.17)
C3 = ζ
1
((D − 4) + 3ǫ)(D − 2)
((D − 7)2C − 16ζ(D − 4)2 − 4(D − 4)(D − 7))κ6Dξ2C
3ζǫ(2D − 8 + 3ǫ)− 2(D − 4)(2D − 8 + 3(ζ + ǫ)) ,
(4.18)
C4 = ζ
1
(D − 2)
(4(D − 7)C − 8(D − 4))κ4Dξ2
3ζǫ(2D − 8 + 3ǫ)− (D − 2)(2D − 8 + 3(ζ + ǫ)) , (4.19)
C5 = ζ
1
(D − 2)
(
(12ǫ− 8ζ − 16)λ1 − 28λ2 − 8(2D − 7)λ3
)
κ2Dξ
3ζǫ(2D − 8 + 3ǫ)− 2(2D − 8 + 3(ζ + ǫ)) . (4.20)
The analysis on (4.10) and (4.15), we find two consistent models, namely ξ = ǫ = 1,
D ≥ 5, p ≥ 0, and ξ = ǫ = −1, D ≥ 8, p > 0.
From (3.39), we obtain the first order lapse function
N2(R) = R3ǫ−1exp
[
−(D − 4 + 3ǫ) 2ξλ1
(D − 3)R
−(D−3) − 2κ4Dξ2CR−2(D−4)
−(D − 7)
(D − 4)κ
2
DξCR
−(D−4) − 1
Y0
∫
Y1 dx
]
, (4.21)
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while (3.38) give us the first order scalar field
φ(R) = φ0 +
∫
dx√
Y0 + Y1
≈ 1√
Y0
∫ (
1− Y1
2Y0
)
dx
≈ φ0 + Y −1/20 lnR−
1
2
Y
−3/2
0
∫
Y1 dx (4.22)
The first order potential scalar can be obtained from (3.31) whose form is
V (R) = − 1
4κ2Dξ
+ 2ξCλ1R
−(D−2) − (D − 7)C
2((D − 4) + 3ǫ)R
−(D−4)
−
(
2(D − 4)κ2DξC
((D − 4) + 3ǫ) +
2ξC(D − 2)(D − 4)
4κ2Dξ
C3
)
R−2(D−4)
−2ξC(D − 2)(D − 4)
4κ2Dξ
(
pC0
D − 4R
−(p+D−4) + 3C1R
−4(D−4) + 2C2R
−3(D−4)
+
(D − 2)C4
(D − 4) R
−2(D−3) +
2C5
(D − 4)R
−(D−6)
)
. (4.23)
5 Conclusion
We have discussed the scalar-torsion theory with non-minimal derivative coupling in
higher dimensions. In particular, we considered a class of static spacetimes where the
equations of motions can be cast into a single non-linear ordinary differential equation
called master equation. Such a result follows from the fact that the (D − 2)-dimensional
submanifold SD−2 should have the constant triplet structures
(
Tˆ ,
Ei,i√
gˆ
,
eˆb¯i(F ikb¯ ),k√
gˆ
)
. This
condition restricts SD−2 and it is still unknown the classification of such submanifolds.
We have some examples such as 2-sphere S2 with (0,−1, 0), and the flat spaces (D − 2)-
dimensional torus TD−2 and IRD−2 with (0, 0, 0).
We also have shown that in the model it does not exist a physical black hole where the
real singularity hidden inside the horizon. However, it may have a black hole with naked
singularity at the origin. The other possibility is a smooth spacetime everywhere. In the
asymptotic region where x→ +∞, Y → Y0, the asymptotic geometries converge generally
to spaces of constant curvature which are not Einstein. In particular, the geometry
becomes Einstein only for D = 4 and ǫ = 1.
Since it is very difficult to have an exact solution of the master equation (3.35), we
performed the perturbative method in which the solution of (3.35) can be expanded
as Y (x) = Y0 + Y1(x) with |Y1| ≪ |Y0| in the asymptotic region. The function Y1 is the
solution of the linear version of (3.35), that is, (4.13) which turns out to be an exponential
decreasing function forD ≥ 4. In particular, forD > 4 this method gives us two consistent
models, namely ξ = ǫ = 1, D ≥ 5, p ≥ 0, and ξ = ǫ = −1, D ≥ 8, p > 0.
Finally, in the case of D > 4, we would like to remark a case with scalar potential
V (x) = αe−γx + β , (5.1)
where α, β are real constants and γ > 0 which might give a wormhole-like solution [1].
However, inserting (5.1) to (3.31), we obtain Y (x) in the integral form which is very hard
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to simplify. Therefore, we cannot show whether the wormhole-like solution exists in this
case.
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